What does it take to lead an industry? You should know.

You’re a natural born leader. You’re concerned about climate change and conservation. And you want an innovative path for your career. PG&E’s MBA Leadership Program offers all this, and more. Here you can develop your individual interests and talents in a work environment that encourages collaboration, open dialogue and affecting change.

PG&E is committed to providing accessible, affordable and reliable energy to over 15 million Californians. As our customer base grows and energy needs increase, we are creating a new kind of utility company. One where traditional values like honesty and integrity work in tandem with nimbleness, an inventive spirit and the tenacity to meet the challenges of an increasingly complex world.

Our people are central to delivering on this vision of the future—which is precisely where you come in. We’re seeking our next wave of leaders with a wide range of backgrounds, skills and perspectives. Join us and become part of a team that will lead PG&E into a bright renewable energy future. Drive our business growth while developing solutions that will sustain our communities and our planet.

“\nThe energy industry is quickly changing and it’s exciting to think about how my contributions will directly help our customers in better understanding and managing their energy use—both now and in the future.”

—Tracy Cheung
MBA Leadership Program Opportunities

PG&E has both rotation and 10-week summer intern programs available.

Our MBA rotation experience is a two-year program for talent from some of the country’s best schools. Based in our San Francisco headquarters, you will have the chance to hone and develop your leadership skills on some of our toughest business challenges. All while helping us achieve important business results.

As a participant, you will engage in two 12-month assignments in a critical business function that pairs with your education, goals and background. You will be individually accountable for specific deliverables and share team responsibility for a broader set of initiatives. Personal coaching, formal mentoring, structured learning opportunities in leadership fundamentals and direct exposure to PG&E executives will all supplement your hands-on work experience.

At PG&E, we know that skilled, committed leaders are our most valuable source of renewable energy. If you can envision a brighter future, you belong at PG&E.

For more information, visit pge.com/careers

“By working with plug-in electric vehicles, I have been able to play a role in a dynamic, changing industry that touches nearly every part of society.”

Dan Bowermaster

“At PG&E, I’m learning first hand how a leading company should respond to challenges on multiple fronts—regulatory, political, economic, and technological—all while pioneering a new direction for how utilities can demonstrate the moral courage to address climate change.”

Katie Soroye